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Data collection is beginning to assume increased 
importance in the field of data processing. This thesis 
investigates a method for quantitatively selecting a 
portion of the library to place on an automated circula-
tion control system that uses data collection as an entry 
into a dats processing system. 
'l'he circuletion function of the library was considered 
to be en inventory problem. Titles were considered as 
items of inventory and circulation of that title was con-
sidered to be a "sale" of that item. The IMPACT method 
wbs used to distribute items (titles) in a sample by age. 
v~rious 8ges were found to be responsible for different 
percentP.ges of circulation. (For example, less than 30% 
of the volumes accounted for almost 80% of the circulation.) 
This provides a quantitative guide for automating select 
portions of the library. The method involved using a 
Semple to estimate load requirements on an automated 
system. Then the estimate was used to predict conversion 
requirements. This results in a minimum cost conversion 
for a particular level. 
Queueing theory was used to calculate effectiveness 
under a new system as opposed to the old. This informa-
tion can nlso be used to justify data collection because 
of the additional service provided the borrower and the 
library. 
2 
The application of queueing theory to the circulation 
function indicates that an automated system will speed up 
the charging process fivefold, while cutting the waiting 
period to 1/11 of the manual system. 
It was concluded that this experimental approach is 
quantitatively consistent with observed improvements pro-
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Li~~arians have endeavored f or a number of years ~o 
d~valop satisfactory criteria and standards for automat-
in~ the library environs. Because of their endeavors, a 
relatively small number of logical systems have evc,lv~d 
fo~ certain facets of library management and control, 
paTt iculnrly in circulation management and new book 
acquisitioas. Unfortunately, most of these conventional 
m~tbods are quite e~pensive in terms of manpower, money, 
mat~rials and machines. 
In 1964, the IBM 357 Data Collection Unit* was pro-
posed for a host of manufacturing applications, and many 
people connected with libraries realized that this unit 
met the ~equisite requirements for putting data into 
machine-readable form for library usage (6 )**. The data 
col lection system's workability is relatively inexpensive 
and is not contingent on prior or later automation. 
Because of its tremendous potential, this particular 
system was welcomed by the library fraternity. 
The apparent simplicity of the IBM 357 method has 
g~nerated a need for further investigations into its 
applicability at a college library of the type encountered 
* The IBM 357 is representative of data collecting systems 
by virtue of the number installed. However, other com-
panies do make data collection equipment. 
** Parenthesis ( ) represents references cited. 
9 
here at the University of Missouri at Rolla. 
The purpose of this study, therefore, was to in-
vestigate the feasibility of applying and adopting punched 
card data processing techniques to the control of the 
University of Missouri at Rolla Library. 
10 
In a discussion with Mr. Earl Randolph, the librarian 
at the University of Missouri at Rolla Library, concerning 
the general lack of automation in the library, the author 
was asked to undertake a study of the feasibility of automa-
tion at Rolla and report this information to him. This 
thesis is an outgrowth of that project. 
II. FEASIBILITY STUDY 
The dichotomy between the desirable and the econom-
ically feasible is a concern of the greatest magnitude to 
any librarian who must account to those who supply his 
funds. Consequently, it was necessary to ascertain 
whether certain factors could lead to the anticipated 
or aotual conclusion that automation should be attempted. 
Otherwise, the library would not support any additional 
study. 
A preliminary investigation was undertaken with the 
following criteria used as a basis for extrapolating 
requirements to the future: 
1. undergraduate enrollment, Figure 1, 
2. graduate enrollment, Figure 2, 
3. PhD enrollment, Figure 3, and 
4. library circulation figures, Figure 4. 
It was necessary to project future needs for two 
reasons: 
1. if an increase in various enrollments is 
of sufficiently large magnitude, this in-
crease would put an additional burden on 
the extant system so as to cause its 
unworkabil1ty, and 
2. any proposed system to replace the extant 
system would have to handle the projected 
workloads without increasing non-profession-
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Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4 are provided for qualitative 
i~terpretations only. No ~ttempt was m~de to predict 
quantitatively the future. The emergence of generalized 
~rends indicates that if history is to be used as a 
predictor of the future, then all indications are for 
increased enrollment and circulation. 
The Librarian and Assistant Librarian indicated 
th~t the increases will lead to difficulties in librar) 
co~trol. The author was then asked to continue with 
the stuciy. 
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III. INTRODUCTION TO LITERATURE REVIEW 
~~~e than eve~ before , the 1960 ' s repr esent an era 
c~ cha~~e and specialization , an er a of c omput ation and 
a·J tomatio:l . Yet , while incl~stry au·tomat es as r apidl y as 
f~asable, one segment of our society has remained r ela-
tive l y unaffected by this new t ype of t echnology . This 
i s the s chool library. In this, the day of the hydrofoil, 
a f ew l ibraries are still ut i lizing methods as out of date 
as square-rigged ships. However, this does not mean that 
all li~raries have not looked at au~omation. In f act, 
many librarians ~o have s a id automation will never work 
in the library are surprised when reminded that the lowly 
t ypewriter was the precursor of more automation to come. 
In 1873 the RemingtonR typewriter was first marketed 
commercially ( 7) • Just f our years l ater a vis ionar y 
~~oup of librarians attending a meeti ng in New Yor k under 
~he auspices of the Confer ence of Li brarians grasped t he 
concept of automation applied to the library by believing 
t bat the t ypewriter could a id in cat a loging ( 15). How-
ev..:.;r, it was not until the advent of the punched cards 
of Hollerith, in the early 1900's, for t he Bureau of the 
Census that the first commercial application of dat a 
processing using punched c ards was undertaken. In the 
1930's Missouri University's present librarian, Dr. 
Ralph Parker, was the firs t to see the applicability of 
the punched card for circulation control. The results 
of his experimentation as circulation librarian at the 
17 
University of Texas led to his implementation of what is 
conside:.:ed today to be the first wo~king model of the 
punched ca~d circulation system in libraries ( 14). Shortly 
thereafter, the Montclair, New Jersey, Publ~c Library 
followad suit and was automa~~d ( ~unched card circulation 
co~trol) in 1941 (16). 
Even though these two pioneering efforts were made, 
librari.ans tvere slow in adopting some of these techniques . 
The big breakthrough and resurgence of interest came in 
1960 when IBM published Henry Birnbaum's definitive 
information manual concerning a punched card circulation 
system utilizing IBM equipment at the Brooklyn College 
Library ( 2 ) • 
A. METHOD OF PARKER (University of Missouri at Colurrbia) 
In October, 1965 the author had the privilege of 
v i siting the University of Missouri at Columbia's 
Li~rary and discussing in detail their system not only 
with the professional staff but with the data processing 
department as well. 
The history of Missouri University's automated 
circulation control effort started in May of 1958 when 
Dr. Parker instituted a punched card system (18). Re-
visions and updating of this system were instituted in 
1964. The result was the rental of an IBM 357 Data 
Collection System, Figure 5, with its attendant 
18 
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periphera l equipment. The installation of this equipment 
Decessi~ated a change in th~ method of identification of 
tc:::cowa:.:s. For effective L-.-.-u:ementatim1 oZ -h~ Data 
.. 
co:lec~ion System it was fo~nd necessary to p~esent 
students and faculty with p~astic laminated identifica-
t :~.:m cards measuring ~ by 25/16 inches. These wallet-
sized cards provided an i dentification of the borrower 
in both visua l and machine readable form. 
Each student's card has a college assigned unique 
student number. In contrast, the i dentif:Lcation car~s 
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of f aculty and others who have library privileges utilize 
the person 's social security number. Figure 6 is an example 
of a faculty identification card. Although the dimensions 
a~e critical, especially thickness, no difficulty is 
usually involved in laminating any school's present iden-
tific~tion card provided all its information can be 
miniaturized. This includes those schools like the 
University of Missouri at Rolla and the University of 
Missouri at Columbia that presently have a photograph of 
t he owner on the paper card. 
Missouri University's system operates in this manner. 
Each book is provided with a book card that contains 
specific information about that book, see Figure 7. 
It lis ts the following essentials for identification of 
the volume : accession nurr.ber, call number, (which at the 
University of Missouri at Columbia is a Library of Congress 
UNIVERSITY OF i~ncsOURI 
,...., 
,...., 
,..., Library' ~rivilege Card 
Valid Until June 30 Of Year Punched 
1966 1 1967 1 1968 1 1969 
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22 
classification), ·title, and usual~y c:u~bor abbreviated 
or sho~ened because of ca=d spaca limitations. The 
arrow Oi:". t~1e card in Figu::e 8 is a guide for the operato;c, 
showing him the correct eG0e of the punched ca~d to i~sert 
into tbe :C.Qad::.:.1g-s ens i~g m.ac:-.2.nism of the 357 un ··.t . \·T:;en 
a book ::.s checked out, the· t .-:>ok cc::.:d plus ~he borrower 's 
plastic identification ca~d a;ce placed into the 357 system; 
t:~o2 result is the generation of ~·.;other punched card which 
is a record of the transactic~. It is also possible to 
~e~ually override the system and key in the bor=ower's 
identification number if he does not have his plastic 
badge bu~ can provide other £~itable identification. The 
gene~ated card (Figure 9) has mor. ~ information than t he 
eum of ~he i nforwation on t te idc~tification badge aLd 
book card, because additional information can also be 
ent.ered through the 357 device. This additional informa-
tion, for example, might be time expressed in Julian 
Cal enctar days, date due, or type of transaction. This 
23 
generated or transaction card now becomes a permanen~ reco~d, 
' and, consequently, it can be used as an entree into a semi-
.:lu·::omatic "unit record" ins~allation or a large scale 
digital computer system. 
B. METHOD OF BLP£K (University of Hawaii) 
For entry of data into their information process ing 
system, the University of Hawaii took a logical, but 
nevertheless, novel approach. The uniqueness of Hawaii's 
I 
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experimental mode of circulation control centers around 
a system which employs an IBM developed, Data Collection 
Unit numbered 1001 ( 4 ) • 
The primary reasons for the installation of the IBM 
1001 are the system's low cost (approximately $15 a 
month for the 1001 without accessory equipment) and its 
a·.~ility to stand alone and act as a remote data entry 
d.~vice (19). In this context it would mean that the 1001 
could be located at a circulation desk and the data 
processing equipment could be housed in the next room or 
even in the next town, the only consideration being cost 
of lease time for the telephone circuitry necessary for 
the transfer of information from the circulation area to 
the data processing area. 
The 1001 system is technically designated as simplex. 
Simplex is defined as one way transmission, not capable 
of being reversed because of the design of the terminal. 
Therefore, the 1001 uses a tone control device to warn 
the operator that incorrect transmission was sent regard-
less of whether this is operator error or faulty trans-
mission. Therefore, the tone control is necessary since 
the data processing area cannot initiate any communication 
using the machine. 
The system operates in this manner. Each student is 
issued a 51 column punched card instead of a normal 80 
column card (IBM) or 90 column card (Univac) • This 51 
26 
column card, known as a stub card, is very similar to the 
oil company credit card invoice that one receives when 
pu::chasing gasoline on credit. (Figure 10 is a 51 column 
card used in the oil industry. Figure 10 is used to 
illustrate size only.) The student stub cards are de-
signed so that they may be folded for easy insertion 
into a wallet. The general feeling at the University of 
Hawaii is that paper identification cards are easy to 
replace in case of attrition through loss or wear. The 
cards are reissued each semester. 
The concept of the punched stub card is also carried 
over into the area of book identification. The book cards 
a~e punched with an entire call number, an identifying 
code that signifies the duration of the loan period, and 
a code for identification of how the book was collected. 
It is important to note that the University of Hawaii 
uses an abbreviated title and author and has this infor-
ma·cion on the card in printed form, but it is not punched 
into the card. The inability to handle a full title and 
author is one of the drawbacks of the 51 column card. 
Borrowing a book is quite simple. While the borrower 
~s presenting the "circulation desk" with his uniquely 
numbered identification card, the "circulation desk" is 
removing the book card from each individual book. The 
borrower's identification card is placed into the sliding 
carriage of the 1001. A phone call is initiated or is 
27 
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Figure 10 A Stub Card 
:.-
left open from the previous checkout. The carriage is 
pushed in and the encoded data in the borrower's stub 
card is transmitted over the telephone circuitry. It 
takes only about as long as it takes to read this sen-
tence, about three seconds. The borrower's card is then 
followed by the book cards. Normally, the borrower's 
card must be reinserted prior to the insertion of each 
book card. By making use of a check digit or code, the 
system will charge all books to the first identification 
c0rd it receives and continue charging to that account 
until another identification card is presented to the 
machine. Consequently, the 1001 will check out multiple 
books without the necessity of reinserting the identifica-
tion card after each book. After replacing the book card 
in the proper volume and returning the student's card, the 
"circulation desk" then adds a date due slip to each book 
pocket. That concludes the entire charging sequence as 
far as the borrower is concerned. 
For circulation, the result of this book borrowing 
is the generation of a punched card containing all essen-
tial transaction information such as status of borro~r 
(ie. freshman, faculty, etc.), identification number, call 
number and the various codes needed to insure efficient 
operation. 
The discharging of the loan occurs in a very similar 
manner. The book is returned to bins which have been 
29 
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deployed for the purpose of collecting the due books. 
The book cards are removed and processed using the 1001. 
As previously pointed out, the transmission is simplex 
and cannot be connected to the same punching device that 
the circulation desk employs. The automatic duplicating 
feature of the IBM 026, (Figure 11), key punch to ~ich the 
"return 1001" is connected allows for punching a date 
for all returns for later comparisons. The absence of 
an identification card as in the borrowing routine is no 
r.andicap. The 1001 is given a "dummy" identification card 
which suffices for all returns. The return book clerk 
destroys the date due slip and the volume is considered 
available for prior requests (holds) or can be reshelved. 
It should seem apparent that any problems encountered 
within the system can be located by punching up a coded 
card matching the characteristics of the card sought. The 
files can then be searched at machine speeds for the 
duplicate, updated, and then returned to its appropriate 
place in the file or purged. Figure 12 is a combination 
schematic-pictorial provided as an aid for visualization 
of the system and its various components. 
C. METHOD OF z.i.CCOY AND DEJARNETT (Southern Illinois University) 
Southern Illinois University has successfully adapted 
six IBM 357 Data Collection Input Units to handle circu-
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Figure 12. Diagram of lQQl System 











this system was necessary because the old semi-automated 
system was not functioning well under increasing loads (13). 
One of the most appealing parts in the Southern 
Illinois University approach is the use of a cartridge 
reader, ~ich is a machine that will accept a cartridge 
that can be inserted into the unit for the purpose of 
e~-,tering the due date. It is also possible to have these 
cartridges preset for different classes of borrowers. 
1 gure 13 is a cartridge. For example, it may be a 
pclicy of the library to grant all faculty members with 
an unlimited loan period. One cartridge could be preset 
with this data. However, undergraduates may be limited 
to two weeks. Hence, the cartridge may be set once each 
n~w day for a two week period. This eliminates the 
possibility of clerical error when beseiged by a large, 
diverse group of people, all clamoring for checkouts and 
e&ch with a different loan period. 
A common denominator exists for the system at 
Southern Illinois University and the system at the Uni-
versity of Hawaii, both employ the 51 column stub card. 
Southern Illinois University has found that the stub 
card works well since it is only 47/s inches long. There-
fore, it fits most of the 600,000 volumes in the central 
collection without too much difficulty. 
The checkout procedure employed at Southern Illinois 
University is a particularly feasible one, especially 
34 
Figu re 13. A Cartridge 
. ./ 
•. 
=or the library that bas suffered collection attrition 
through other than normal wear and tear. The student 
identification card is unlike that of the University of 
Missouri at Columbia. While both are encoded so that they 
can be machine read, Southern Illinois University's 
borrower identification card also has embossed lettering 
similar to any major gasoline credit card. This required 
a minor modification to the hardware to compensate for 
the extra thickness of the card due to raised lettering. 
Figure 14 shows raised lettering on a plastic card. 
The borrower card, plus the book card, plus the 
right code on the cartridge for loan period are the 
necessary variables that go into Southern Illinois Uni-
versity's equation for simple checkout. When these 
variables are assembled, they go into the IBM 357 unit 
and generate two duplicate punched cards. One of these 
cards is kept as a record of the transaction; the other, 
a different color, is placed in the book along with the 
book card. It is then possible to have a guard check 
each book visually and quickly as a borrower leaves the 
library. However, a judgement must be made concerning 
this approach because to give the borrower a generated 
card, the keypunch must be close to the circulation 
desk. Keypunches can be noisy and should not be adjacent 
to the reading area. 
It is very important to note that Southern Illinois 
35 
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Figure 14. Raised Lettering on a Badge 
University's system requires about 20 seconds per trans-
action and functions well as a high volume system. It is 
37 
at present handling a circulation of over a thousand volumes 
a day (13). Returning a book is much simpler than at 
Hawaii. No run through the system is necessary. All that 
must be done is to see that the proper colored card and 
book card have been returned. After verifying that the 
boo1< is not overdue, the colored card is removed, the 
book shelved, and the process of deleting the record of 
returned books is undertaken. 
D. METHOD OF HAEUSLEIN, DICKISON AND HAAS 
(Oak Ridge National Laboratory) 
Ostensibly, the reason for installation of a data 
processing system at Oak Ridge National Laboratory's 
Central Research Library was to relieve the library staff 
of the clerical filing and copying operations which were 
becoming an increasing burden (9). However, one of the 
major advantages that accrued with the usage of this 
equipment was the ability to handle demands (9). It is 
advantageous to discuss demands according to the methods 
of Oak Ridge National Laboratory Library because of the 
applicability to all college libraries. 
Demands are of two types: demand on special copy 
and demand on person. A demand on special copy is made 
if a user requests a book being read by another borrower. 
This situation·can be acute in a large research laboratory. 
A demand on person is made if a person leaves the employ 
of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory and the library needs 
a list of all the books he has charged out. This is 
analagous to the college situation where there are graduates 
every semester. It would be misleading to say the IBM 
357 is responsible for the ability to handle demands, 
since the actual demand work is done by computer. However, 
the 357 system is certainly compatible with this approach. 
The badge identification system works well at Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory since each man is required to 
have a security badge visible at all times. Because of 
the heavy usage of current books, the Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory approach centers around the entry of data 
into the 357 using the security badge because this allows 
them considerable leeway in assigning codes for many 
different types of charge-outs. They use a variable key-
board. 
The value of the Oak Ridge method, then, is the 
ability of the system to handle increasing workloads 
without causing a circulation bottleneck; the ability to 
generate a large amount of statistical data for control 
purposes, and a viable method for handling demands. 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL 
A. PRESENT METHOD 
At present the University of Missouri at Rolla Library 
employs a completely nonautomated system for exercising 
control over its circulation. The library employs about 
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20 students to assist in this manual approach to circulation 
control. 
The present system operates in this particular way. 
First, the borrower is polled at checkout time to see which of 
the following class of borrowers he is a member of: 1.) under-
graduate, 2.) graduate, 3.) faculty, 4.) Bureau of Mines 
employee, 5.) local resident with library privileges or 
6.) special. The borrower is then given a checkout card 
corresponding to his status, (Figure 15 represents a faculty 
card). The checkout cards are color coded, enabling visual 
separation at a later time, since it is necessary to separate 
checkouts into groupings to facilitate assigning loan duration 
codes. (It is important to note that faculty and graduate 
students may borrow books for an entire semester, ~ile under-
graduates are limited to a two week loan duration.) The 
borrower then fills out a borrower card for each volume to be 
checked out. The card contains the following information: 
student identification number, name, local address, status, 
department and the entire Dewey decimal shelf number. This 
process must be followed for every book for every borrower 
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and thus queues build up around circulation desks. Two 
borrowers with five books apiece will cause as much as 
si~ and seven minute waits for the person next in the 
circulation checkout sequence. As the size of the queue 
grows, the manual system bogs down. 
When the circulation clerk is free, the checkout 
cards are batched and then verified for accuracy with 
the bookcards based on the accession number. Periodically 
the bookcards are manually collated into the "out fiie" 
· by Dewey decimal sequence. The checkout card is then 
collated into the "student-numbered out file". These 
two files are used in this manner. The bookcard file is 
in actuality an inventory of out books with only the 
student name, student number and book identification 
information. By manually interrogating the file, on demand 
from a borrower, it is possible to find out who has the 
book and his student number. However simple this may 
seem, actual observance shows it does not work very 
efficiently. Random observation of the files shows 
two to nine percent errors in actual filing. This is 
probably the result of filing under pressure of large 
work loads coupled with inattentive student help. The 
implications of this method are two fold. 
1. If the bookcard is properly located in the 
bookcard file, then that book is checked out. 
2. If the book card is not in the file, it is 
on the shelf. 
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In reality these two implications are the source of 
one of the major problems facing the University of Missouri 
at Rolla Librarian. It is axiomatic that in an engineering 
library the location of a book should be known at all times 
so that if it beoomes necessary to tetch that book for any 
reason it then becomes possible with a minimal expenditure 
of resources. Many times the bookcard is misfiled and, 
therefore, implication number two is invoked, that the 
book is on "the shelf." If the student cannot locate it, 
he then becomes disenchanted with library service. However, 
some of the time a browsing student has simply misshelved 
the book and it will never be reflected in the inventory 
of bookcards. 
If a book is not located on the shelf, nor a book-
card available, it could mean that the book is 1n the 
process of being shelved, in the reading room, or stolen. 
It is almost impossible for the University of Missouri 
at Rolla Library to inventory its holdings because of 
the huge amount of time involved (21). Therefore, the 
bookcard file will never accurately reflect the actual 
condition of the library holdings. From observed informa-
tion available to anyone working at the circulation desk, 
it is possible to suggest that the library has had some 
attrition by nonsystematio stealing. The extent of 
stealing has not been measured formally in this thesis. 
This should be considered when designing a circulation 
system. 
The library at present has found it necessary, in 
order to keep up with those graduating each semester, 
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to allocate clerks with the specific task of searching 
the borrower status file by student number and requesting 
all overdue books be returned immediately. The author 
has systematically kept books out three months in excess 
of the allotted loan period for the purpose of finding 
the length of the detection time. The clerks who handle 
this phase of circulation control simply cannot keep up 
with the ever increasing work loads, and even after three 
months have not yet detected certain overdues. 
When a book is finally received, the discharging of 
the loan is brought about in this manner. The bookcard 
is retrieved from the bookcard file (again, if it is 
misfiled a major crisis is the result and students are 
forced to wait). The bookcard's accession number is 
visually verified with the returned book's accession 
number. If they match, the bookcard is inserted into 
the jacket pocket and is now ready to be shelved. Sub-
sequently, the borrower's status card is purged from 
the borrower file. All of the above maneuvers require 
careful verification at each step of the process. For 
example, under a student number such as 1158, which is 
unique, there may be a large number of cards representing 
multiple checkouts. The interrogator of the file must 
then manually scan all of the cards under that student 
number for "the correct card to distinguish among the 
volumes that the borrower bas previously charged. That 
card must be destroyed. This then completes the checkout. 
The charging and discharging of a loan utilizes a bookcard 
file about two feet by two feet. Only one person can work 
efficiently at the file at one time. Consequently, it is 
very difficult to charge and discharge books at the 
University of Missouri at Rolla Library circulation desk. 
Figure 16 is a flowchart indicating the decisions and 
steps in the above process. 
Three other areas of the manual system are of 
interest when explaining how the University of Missouri 
at Rolla Library proceeds under its manual system. These 
are: 
1.) accession book preparation, 
2.) statistical circulation figure preparation, 
3.) book identification card preparation. 
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One of the dictums of the library is that the 
accession book be kept up to date. With an expanding 
acquisition budget, this places a severe strain on a clerk 
who must spend most of her time filling out the name of 
the book, the author, the cost, from whom it was purchased, 
the date received and its cataloging decimal number. It 
is not the purpose of this report to determine whether 
this is a necessary job but only to say it is a time 
consuming one and the accession book is used very, very 
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Statistical circulation figure preparation is a 
laborious repetitive task performed daily by measuring 
the height of a pile of book checkout cards. There 
exists an empirical conversion factor for converting 
inches to number of cards, unfortunately it does not 
allow for frayed cards. Nevertheless, this primitive 
method is fairly accurate but is not necessarily perfect. 
Monthly circulation figures cannot usually be provided 
until one month has elapsed. It is then difficult to 
spot trends and patterns within the circulation function, 
(namely such things as a 10% increase in circulation may 
prompt a need for an additional student assistant at the 
circulation desk). The statistics which other schools 
deem necessary are the number of graduate students using 
the library, faculty borrowers expressed as a percentage 
of the whole, and freshman using the library. But, 
because of the cost of extracting this data, this is 
just not economically justifiable at the University of 
Missouri at Rolla. Hence, this statistical method for 
effectively controlling the library is not readily 
attainable by the University of Missouri at Rolla 
Library. Figure 17 is an example of the type of daily 
circulation statistics the University of Missouri at 
Columbia uses for control. 
The book identification card, (see Figure 18), 
is the card that is to be placed in the book jacket. 
-- -----~--
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These cards nrust be made individually on the typewriter 
after the book has been received and processed through 
cataloging. This area is usually a bottleneck in the 
sense that cataloging releases books in a group to the 
bookcard maker. The reasoning is that the bookcards 
cannot be made prior to the cataloging function because 
of the necessity of assigning the proper catalog codes. 
The same repetitive information (Dewey number, cutter 
number) is then placed on book spines. To get the infor-
mation on the spines, (see Figure 19), requires typing 
one label per copy of the book. These then, are the 
basic parts of the present methods at the University 
of Missouri at Rolla. 
B. METHODOLOGY OF SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
In the previous section, considerable detail was 
developed showing the present methods for circulation 
control at the University of Missouri at Rolla. The 
task now is to describe how a replacement system can 
be designed. The basic method will be systems analysis. 
As Becker ( 1 ) points out, "the word 'system' may be 
defined as a group of people, operations and procedures 
brought together to perform a specific activity. In 
the same context, the word 'analysis' refers to the 
study of the component parts of a system with the object 
of determining what must be accomplished by each part, 
and how." System analysis, therefore, presents the 
overall view rather than the constraints of the particular 
. .· 








task at hand. The methodology employed in the study of 
the University of Missouri at Rolla Library consisted of 
four major steps: 
1.) seeking out the design requirements, 
2.) synthesizing and experimenting to finalize 
the design requirements, 
3.) designing the system, and, 
4.) evaluating the system. 
1. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 
Before any structured formal plan could crystalize, 
it was necessary to have the library staff identify the 
salient feature of an idealized system. A good system, 
therefore, would be the one that could fulfill more of 
the important expectations than any other system of approach, 
subject to cost minimization. With that in mind the 
library staff helped evolve the three requirements for 
consideration. These three areas were termed design 
criteria. The design criteria were: 
a.) minimum system requirements in relation 
to the borrower, 
b.) minimum system requirements in relation 
to the library, and, 
c.) other requirements for idealization of 
the system. 
The category of minimum systems requirements in 
relation to the borrower is the category that contains 
most of the original planned objectives of the manual 
system. Right now a major drawback of the system at 
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the University of Missouri at Rolla is that an identifi-
cation card is not always needed to charge books. Without 
identification it is very easy to understand why all books 
are not brought to the desk for charging. Therefore, it 
would be mandatory that the new system require an identi-
fication card of some sort for every borrower. It should be 
pointed out that the system could have a means of 
overriding the absence of an identification card but it 
should be of sufficient difficulty and complexity to 
make it obvious that the identification media makes things 
much easier for the borrower. This last part about an 
overriding system would be included in "other require-
ments for idealization of the system." 
Once the borrower has been properly identified to 
the satisfaction of the "circulation desk", the next 
step would be to charge the borrower with the appropriate 
materials. It is at this point that another minimum 
requirement exists. It would be best if the borrower 
could do a minimum amount of work, such as filling out 
his name and address. 
This then is the first point in the minimum system 
requirements for the borrower; a foolproof method of 
identification and the means for simply charging loans 
to that person. (This incidentally is one of the requisites 
for any good charging system) ( 8). Second, an effective 
method for periodic followup on overdues is necessary. The 
present system does not do a good job in this area because 
of the volume of undergraduate overdues and the inability 
to decipher the student's name or number on the card. 
It is not unusual for a clerk to go through the entire en-
rollment roster looking for a n2me which is illegible. 
Many times the registrar's office must help out by 
trying to track down names. Right nov1 it is difficult 
to follow up on the two week overdues, and these are 
neglected at the expense of "turning over the book in-
ventory". By this is meant that if a book is in cir-
culation and overdue it cannot be borrowed. This calls 
for a system that would be compatible with on time, 
efficient catching of overdu~s, so that more books are in 
the library and available to a potential borrower. 
Third, the system should have a simple approach 
to discharging of the loan. It might very well be that 
bins could be placed in the building for books that 
are not overdue and they could be discharged away from 
the queue at the charging desk. At any rate what is 
necessary is a viable discharging procedure. Since 
fines at present are very rarely imposed, the system 
would have to be sympathetic with a discharging system 
that could handle fines without difficulty if it became 
necessary to do so. 
Fourth, the system would have to be capable of 
fully supporting a method for securing books on a demand 
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basis. As pointed out in the literature section on 
Cak Ridge National Laboratory Library, demands are prob-
ably the most important facet of library control in an 
engineering or scientific library. Because of the need 
for the latest works in a particular field, it might be 
possible to suggest that all recently acquired books 
have a set week loan duration and all other books another 
set period. However, regardless of the time allotted for 
loan duration, the system must have the ability to be 
compatible with demands for any loan period Whatever it 
might be. 
The second category for consideration in the design 
requirements was the minimum system requirements in 
relation to the library staff. The collective feeling 
of the staff is that the system must be simple and in-
expensive to operate. They suggest this as a necessity 
because they must train part-time student assistants. 
Many of these students are from other countries and an 
easy system would facilitate their training. Since 
future additions to the staff would be of a clerical 
nature, it also would benefit the library to have a 
simple system. More important, however, especially in 
the eyes of the librarian, is the interrelationship 
between cost, service and budget. The library feels, 
naturally, that any money not spent on acquisitions must 
be justified. The library would also like to assume only 
the workload that is subject to error in circulation 
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control and leave any error free ~vork to the student. 
The third category consists of those elements of a 
system that would tend to make the system ideal. is 
previously mentioned in the firs~:: category, it would be 
convenient if the system could work with many different 
classes of borrowers and many different loan durations. 
The necessity for extracting v~luable statistics has 
plagued the University of Missouri at Rolla Library for 
1 ~ . a on:; ~~me. An idealized system would be compatible 
"td_th the techniques for providi'i1g statistics on a more 
sophisticated basis than by measuring heights of book-
c~rds. It would be beneficial to have the circulation 
control system designed so that it easily could become 
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part of a total system. (A system becomes a subsystem 
when it is realized that the entire system can be trans-
Zerred intact to become a smaller part of another system 
with a larger scope. As an analogy, a completely automated 
University of Missouri at Rolla Library would be adjudged 
a total system. However, if the library was then con-
trolled from another location such as the University of 
Missouri at Columbia, the Rolla campus library would 
then become a subsystem.) It is important, therefore, 
to design a system that can function in a larger library 
environment. 
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2. SYN.l'HESIS AND EXPERIMEt-.'TATION 
In general, it is possible to enumerate three distinct 
methods for systhesizing a system: 
a.) copy a successful system used at another 
library, 
b.) develop a system that is comprised of 
many different elements from many different 
successful systems , and 
c.) develop a totally new system that would be 
classed as state of the art. 
Copying a successful system is probably the most 
common method for building a circulation control system. 
All that is required is to find a university library with 
approximately the same number of students, same basic 
budget and same basic problems, then modify that into a 
successful system based on the particular needs of the 
University of Missouri at Rolla. An example of this 
method would be the adaptation of the Dewey classifica-
tion. Each library, instead of inventing its own system 
is content to modify or copy a system that has already 
proven its worth. This approach succeeds because of its 
intrinsic simplicity. However, the simplicity is also 
the root cause of the main difficulty in employing this 
method. No system that is contrived by someone outside 
of the University of Missouri at Rolla Library will 
ever be very well suited for the University of Missouri 
at Rolla Library. This is so because of the difficulty 
encountered in understanding the complexity of the Rolla 
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system. 
The method of developing a system by extracting 
good points from many diverse systems is one that lends 
itself very well to the task at the University of Missouri 
at Rolla. In this case, the designer can look around and 
utilize all the techniques, tricks, gimmicks and equipments 
thdt are available. By developing from these existing 
building blocks, the designer can then patch these toge__:her 
to make a coordinated system. It might be said that for 
ttis system to work, the designer would have to know all 
about the thousands of different kinds of building blocks. 
As Bourne ( 3) pointed out, "it is usually not necessary 
to check all possible designs since one can take advantage 
o£ the fact that for some range of function, one component 
is better than all the other alternatives possible, (for 
example, one best keypunch), and can be suggested without 
considering all the other possible alternatives." 
The state of the art system is really a misnomer 
because almost all systems that are state of the art are 
heuristic in that they are simply extensions of already 
known information, not really intrinsically new. The so 
~~lled original inventions that comprise this group would 
be difficult for an ordinary designer to implement for 
the University of Missouri at Rolla Library because of 
the expense involved. This then is often considered 
to be the main drawback of this particulcr type of 
system. 
The method of developing a system by extracting 
good points of many different systems would be the best 
for the library at the University of Missouri at Rolla. 
This is so because of three reasons: 
a.) a system so designed probably will be 
reasonably inexpensive since much of 
the developmental 'tvork will have been 
done by other pioneering libraries, 
b.) a system so designed will probably 
work well in an environment where 
everyone knows that the system has 
worked well elsewhere . This is 
important when introducing automation 
in general, and 
c.) the ability to evaluate certain 
elements of the system while in opera-
tion at other libraries, gives a clue 
to what the behavior of the system 
will be when installed at the University 
of Missouri at Rolla. 
After the library staff decided that punched cards 
provide an avenue of approach to automated circulation 
control, it was necessary to design an experiment 
that would help to synthesize the method for making 
the punched cards. This problem looms quite large 
when conversion to a punched card system is being con-
sidered. Using the University of Missouri at Rolla as 
an example, it is possible to calculate the cost of 
making a punched card for each volume. 
The cost associated with the preparation of punched 
bookcards can be calculated if the following assumptions 
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e~e made: 
a.) no cost for training 
b.) no materials cost 
c.) no cost for equipment purchase or rental 
and 
d.) compensation is an estimate of salary a~d 
fringe benefits. 
The punching time is calculated this way, 
Pt : TV x A x B X H 
where : 
Pt = punching time, hours 
TV: 117,000, volumes 
A = 1, card/ volume 
B : 50 columns/ card 
H • 0.00025, hours/ column. 
Substitute numerical values in equation (1), 
Pt = 117,000 X 1 X 50 X 0.00025 
• 1462.5 hours 
(1) 
The total cost for the keypunching must also take into 
account handling time which is approximately 20% and 
the fact that the information must be verified ( a 
process similar to keypunching). The necessary equation 
for calculating handling time is, 
Ht = a x Pt 
where: 
Ht : handling time, hours 
a : 0.2 
Substitute numerical values in equation (2) 
Ht : 0 . 2 X 1462.5 
: 292.5 hours 
(2) 
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To calculate cost the time involved is doubled to 
account for verification and then multiplied by the 
compensation. The cost equation is 
TC = (Ht f Pt) X d X c (3) 
where: 
TC - total cost, dolla~s 
d = 2, a constant to account for the verifi-
cation process 
C - 3, dollars I hour 
Calcula~ing total cost is accomplished by substituting 
in equation (3) so that, 
TC : (1755) X (2) X (3) 
= $10,530 
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The cost associated with hiring a keypuncher for converting 
to punched cards is $10,530. However, this is not the 
eutire problem. For the University of Missouri at Rolla, 
the conversion period would be 35,100 hours or almost 
4~0 working days. However, with a continually increasing 
backlog of new acquisitions, the problem would even be 
more complex. Cox ( 5) bas proposed and successfully 
carried out a conversion using an IBM 1232 optical scanner. 
By filling out a sheet similar to Figure 20 and running 
it through a machine that converts the data to punched 
cc::rds, the keypunching is eliminated. DeJarnett at 
Southern Illinois University also did the same thing for 
their 600,000 volumes ( 6 ) • 
It is possible to find some comfort in an old 
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~n inventory problem", and it especially lends itself to 
the books in the University of Missouri at Rolla Library. 
lccording to Leffler (12), "Some techniques borrowed from 
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t !1e industrial inventory con·:rol specialists will help ••• 
ar:: s't~er questions ••• posed by library management". IBH is 
~~~te well known for its inventory progr av. called IM?ACT 
w~ich is an acronymn for inventory management program and 
control techniqueso In the IMPACT application manual, IBM 
d ~votes an entire chapter to ~he characteristics of inven-
tory (11) • One of these characterist ::..cs is :Ltem distribution 
by value, or the so called ABC analysis (11). See Figure 
21. Using this method a company would distribute items by 
~nnual sules. Then it would figure the pGrcentage of the 
-cc~al sales by that item. :t would then be possible to 
shO\·J inventory information like: the upper X% of the items 
account for X f Y% of the total sales. In fact this is 
the basis for the so called 80 - 20 rule of thumb, namely, 
that ordinarily 80% of the inventory sales a~e provided by 
20% of the items in inventory. Transforming these techniques 
to the library and considering titles as items and circula-
tion as sales, it would be possible to show that a smal l 
portion of a library's holdings account for a significant 
di sproportionate amount of circulation. With that in mind 
a s tudy was made of inventory characteristics of the Univer-
~· ity of Missouri nt Rolla Library. This technique is similar 
to the me·::hod of T-...--ueswell, the essential difference in this 





Trues well (20) suggests that two factors are important 
when analyzing circulation control: 
a.) the length of time the book has been in 
the library, and, 
b.) the last previous circulation date. 
Data was taken on three different days until the sample 
size reached 403 items for analysis. A computer program was 
written to analyze the circulation on the basis of the 
accession number of each circulated volume. The upper and 
lower limits for the accession number for each particular 
year was taken from the accession book. The computer 
program eliminated much of the laborious sorting and totaling 
that would have been necessary to find the age of a particu-
lar book in the sample. The age of a book is simply the 
amount of time that the book has been available to the 
library for circulation. It is not connected in any way 
with the date that the book was published or copywrited. 
For example, assume a book published in 1831 was purchased 
by the library in 1966 and given the next accession number. 
If after one week of being on the shelf, a student decides 
to borrow it, the accession is recorded for the data. Then 
the number is looked up in the accession book. It will 
show that the book was made available for circulation last 
week. The age of the book at circulation time is one week. 
The use of the computer obviated the necessity for looking 
up data for subsequent manipulation. The next section 
describes the computer program and the results it gave. 
That section is immediate ly followed by a complete 
analyzation of the circulation control function. 
a.) COMPUTER PROGRAM DISCUSSION 
This section presents a general Fortran program for 
sorting by accession number into age groups. The program 
is based on the push down principle of sort i ng whereby the 
snallest accession number is pushed to the bottom of a list 
in the computer, then the next smallest number is pushed 
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down into the next to last position and so on. The frequency 
distribution by age is accomplished by the use of the IF 
statements. 
The program is written in Fortran II computer language. 
Fortran II (FORmula TRANslation) is a coding system that 
closely resembles the language of mathematics. It is 
designed for scientific digital computing devices such as 
the IBM 1620, 704, 709, 7070, 7090, 7094, Control Data 
Corporation's 1604, 3600, 6400, 6600, 6800, Honeywell's 
800 and General Electric's entire 600 series. Using the 
University of Missouri at Rolla c9mputing center entails 
programming the IBM 1620 with punched card input--printer 
output, a minimum of 40,000 positions of coding storage 
and floating point hardware. The program has been run 
on the IBM 1620. However, with minor changes the program 
will run on practically any of the above computers. 
------
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Figure 22-b. Continuation 
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Figure 22-d. Continuatio~ . 
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. Figure .22-f. Continuation 
Figure 22 is the result of the experiment to investi-
gc:te the distribution by vge of t he circulc::tion s ample. 
Column four represents the percer.t of the sample th ~t is 
of th~t p~rticular ege . For example, in the s ample there 
w-=re 64 books one ye(tr old, representing 15.8% of l.: l.lt; 
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to·tal s c.mple . In other words, 15. 8% of the books circulated 
by the l i br ary ere one yeer old or less. Column five 
represe·nts the cumulative percentc:.ge over a specific age. 
For ex~mple, 1960 represents the year the book becc:: me 
availnble. The six in column two represents the f C-ct 
that t he book i s six ye~rs old. The fifth column f or 
that entry shows th~t 51.3% of all the books circulat e d 
are less th ~n six yecrs old. Thus, if a book master c crd 
HC:s prepared for ell books six ye.srs of c:ge or younger, 
51.3% of borrowers would have a book with a book master 
c c:rd in it . The sixth column simply shows the percentage 
oi books that would not have a book master card at circu-
lation time. The l~st column, column eight, tells the 
librariFn what percent r:ge of his library he must cutom[ te 
to achieve the results desi=ed . For example, to achieve 
the 51.3% level that is being discussed, the libraric:n 
~ill look in column eight and find that 16.2% oE his 
'i:Ota l holdings account for 51.3% of circulation. Column 
seven illustrates the percentage of the library's holdings 
for any particular age group. This column is import~nt 
when used in conjunction with colunm four. By wcy of 
ex~mple, to pick up an additional 3.7% (1957-1956), it is 
DATA DIST RIBUTiu.'l 
-----'- -- ---- - - -------------
~- ( 1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
Year Age if in 'ro of Cumulative % % of Cumulative % 
Avail . Smpl. Smpl . Holdings of Holdings 
-------------------.1..l0v.!Lt::e.L..r----=age Under age 
1965 . 1. 64. 15.8 15. 8 84.1 3.5 3.5 
1964 • 2 . 3 7 • 9 . 1 2 5 . 0 74. 9 2. 7 6. 2 
1963. 3. 41 . 10.1 35.2 64.7 2.9 9.1 
1962 . 4 . 37 . 9 .1 44 . 4 55.5 2 . 6 11.8 
1961. 5 . o. o.o 44 . 4 55.5 2 . 4 14 . 3 
1960. 6. 28 . 6 . 9 51 . 3 48.6 - 1.9 16.2 
1959. 7 . 20 . 4.9 56. 3 43.6 2 . 3 18 . 6 r 
1958. a. 23. 5 .7 62. 0 37. 9 2.5 21.1 
1957. 9 . 26 . 6 .4 68 . 4 31. 5 2 .1 23.2 
1956 . 10. 15. 3 . 7 72.2 27.7 1.8 25 .1 
1955. 11 . 10. 2 . 4 74.6 25.3 1.6 26.7 
1954. 12. 9 . 2 . 2 76~9 23. 0 1.6 ZB - ~4 _ ____ __ 
1953 . 13. 10. 2 . 4 79 . 4 20. 5 1.4 29 . 8 
1952. 14 . 11. 2.1 82 . 1 11. 8 1 . 5 31.4 
1951. 15. 15. 3.7 85.8 14.1 1 . 8 33.2 
1950. 16. 6 . 1.4 87. 3 12. 6 2.4 35 . 6 
1949. 17. 9 . 2.2 89.5 10.4 2.3 37 . 9 
_ __ ___;1::....:94!!._._ 1_8 . - 9. 2 . 2 91.8 8.1 2.4 40 .3 
1947. 19 . 10 . 2 .4 94. 2 . ~ 5.7 2 . 6 43.0 
1946 . 20 . 3. .7 95.0 ' 4.9 1. 6 44 . 6 
1945. 21. 1. . 2 95.2 4.7 l.R 46.4 
- ----1944 . 22 . 2. . 4 95.7 4.2 1.3 47.8 
1943 . 23 . 1. .2 96.0 3.9 1.6 49.4 
1942 . 24 . 1 . 1.1 97 .1 2.2 1.2 50 .6 
-----1941. 25. --7. 1.7 - 99 . 5 . 4 2.1 52.8 _____ _ 
1940 . 26. 2 . . 4 99.9 o.o 1.7 54 . 6 
40 3 • = ~;~mn 1 e 
_fiture_22~~Resu lt s of ProgrD=m=------------------------
-....J 
V1 
only necessary to ~utom2te 1.8% more of t he lib~~ry's 
holdir.3s . These figures allow the librc-.ri .::n to select 
var ious load levels for the new system. Conversely, 
~D~ figures tell ~at percentage of the library will 
r ema in on the old system if e cert ~ in percent Age of 
the librnry is ~utomated. This distribution by c.ge 
is of rr.njor importance to the conversion effort bec~use 
it represents, for any desired loud level, the minimum 
co~t. 
The ege nine level looks f avorable ?S a basis for 
conversion. This me2ns thzt approximately seven out 
of ten (actually 68.4%) borrowers will initielly fit 
into ~~c 3Utomat ed circulation system. This c cn be 
a~comp::.:.shed by .;utmnc:ting only 23.2% of the library 
(al l volumes nine years or younger). The ex~mples 
her e are not necessarily optimal for the li~r2ry because 
the r esources avail .:lble to them h c:ve not been t r:ke;.-: ir>to 
cvns i cleration. The librar y must make these decisions 
bas ed on money available or fundeble . If new c-cquisi-
tions ?re converted as soon as received, the percentage 
of books on the outomated system will increase by a very 
la:ge <mount (books one yeer old now account for 15. 8%. 
Next year new acquisitions should boost it about that 
ffiJch.) However, e ach succeeding year the increase ldll 
decrease somewhat but the cumulative percentage on the 
~utomated system will rise toward 100% each year. 
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3. DESIGN OF THE SYSTEM 
For an initial attempt at automation it is often best 
to make the system less sophisticated than is necessary. 
In other words, at the University of Missouri at Rolla 
Library, the emphasis should be on designing a system that 
will handle the major part of the circulation. Then, as 
the staff becomes more familiar with the equipment and its 
capabilities, new areas of library automation can be 
approached. But, at the very beginning, the system should 
be easy to install and simple to operate. 
The system recommended consists of the following 
components: 
a.) IBM 357, 
reader), 
Model 6, (card reader and badge 
b.) IBM 374, (cartridge reader), 
c.) IBM 358, (control unit), and 
d.) IBM 026, (printing output keypunch). 
It is not proper for anyone but an IBM representative 
to quote lease or purchase prices, because prices are 
subject to change. Education discounts have increased 
and special devices may be necessary to satisfy particular 
needs. However, the entire system described is less than 
the cost of a clerk, less than $3000 a year (10). 
The following is a description in detail of each 
device and how it operates as a component of the system. 
Each device bas a physical planning chart associated with 
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it. This chart should help a person to physically under-
stand the components. 
The card and badge reader is best described as an 
input device. The particular model suggested reads the 
punched book master card and the borrower's badge. Once 
the book master card and badge are inserted into the 
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machine, the control unit, (described later in this section), 
turns off the "ready" light and turns on the "in process" 
light. When the control unit is sure the keypunch (described 
later) is ready to accept data, it signals the. card reader 
to begin reading the card. Certain codes on the book 
master card signal specific operations. For example, a 
code on the book master card will signal the badge reader 
to commence reading. At that time the badge will be read 
and its information transmitted. The book master card 
will then transmit a code to signal the data cartridge 
(described later in this section) to transmit the loan 
· duration period. Figure 23 is the planning chart. 
The IBM 374 Cartridge Reader is also an input device 
and provides the library with a convenient method for 
altering the loan duration period. With two cartridges, 
one set for semester loans (graduates and faculty) and 
the other for two weeks, it is possible to accommodate 
the loan periods now used. Figure 24 is a cartridge. 
If in the future any changes are made to loan periods, 
all that is necessary is changing the data in the cartridge. 
IBM 357 Input Station, Models 4, 5, 6 
~~ ~ ------~ t ~ ~ ~I left Side 18" 
2)(," --;,, h- j 
~/· J ~13" 
Leave 12" Cl.aroM41 





-Wall-mount the 357 using four (.C) 
customer-supplied X" American 
Standard hex-head bolts. 
-Height: Floor-to-lower-mounting 
bolts, 37W' (Add 12" for upper 
mounting bolts). This will place 
the top of the cord receiver .(9" 
from the floor. 
2. Service and general·occe11 clear-
ances, 
- Each side - 8" 
- Front- 30" 
-Top- 12" 
- Bottom - 12" 
3. Maximum weight, 67 lbs. 
rower Cord-6' 
Figure ·23. Planning Chart for a Card and Badge Reader 
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Figure 24. A Cartridge 
The cartridge will hold twelve character (columns) of 
~umerical information. By using six columns for date due, 
(month, day, year), it is possible to use the other six 
columns for borrowers that can provide identification but 
~ave not brought their badges. The Dat a Cartridge Reader 
(see Figure 25) will accept the cartridges only if placed 
in the machine correctly. During reading the cartridge 
c 8nnot be removed inadvertently. It is locked in until 
the transmission is terminated. As mentioned previously, 
the cartridge reader is commanded to read by codes in the 
book master card. A special feature called the controlled 
reset allows multiple charges to the same student whenever 
common data, (loan period and borrower number) is used. 
Figure 26 is the planning chart. 
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Associated with the input units are lights and controls 
that help the operator to avoid errors, refer to Figure 27. 
These lights and controls are: 
a.) Ready Light (green), indicates power is 
on end the system i s ready to accept a 
borrower. It goes off when the station 
has an interruption in the power supply 
or another light goes on, 
b.) In Process Light indicates that the dat a 
c artridge reader, c ard reader or badge 
reader is in operation, 
c.) Remove Card Light and Ej ect Badge Key (yellow) indicates that the card has been 
read and released. When the card is 
removed, the light goes off. The key can 
cause the badge to be ejected for any reason. 
Normally the badge is released after reading, 
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IBM 37 4 Cartridge Reacler 
1. lnatallation recommendations: 
2. 
-Wall-mount the 37 4 using three 
(3) customer-supplied W' Ameri· 
can Standard hex-head bolts. 
- Helghh Floor-to-lower-mounlil'g 
bolts, 45" (add 5W' for upper 
mounting bolts). This places the 
top of the unit approximately 52" 
from the floor. 
Service and general access clear· 
ances: 
-Side- A minimum of 12" must be 
provided between the IBM 37 4 
and the IBM 357 for servicing. 
- Front- 24" 
-Top- 12" 
- Bottom - 1 2" 
3. Maximum weight, 40 lbs. 
4. The 3W cable attached to the car· 
fridge reader, permits installation of 
this unit to the right of the input 
alation. A special-length cable must 
be ordered from IBM If the cartridge 
reader Is to be installed to the left of 
the Input station. 
~igure 26. Planning Chart for a Ca~ridge Reader 
' 
• 
t:. . • 
'. 
;-
I I - ~ WJYp PRJ~~s ~ MANUAl 
"""------' ~.....----J L:.:J ENTRY 
~ . 
IADGE ~CARTRIDGE 
CARD 0 HOM-mET 
Figure 27. Lights and Controls on IBM 357 
00 
.p. 
d.) Insert Card I Badge Light (green), indicates 
that either the badge or card has not been 
placed in the machine. After more than 
fifteen seconds elapse after the light has 
gone on, the repeat light comes on, 
e.) Repeat Light (red) indicates an error. 
The light can be turned off by repeating 
the transaction, 
£.) Manual Entry Light (green) indicates 
improper information in a data cartridge 
or no cartridge in the cartridge reader, and 
g.) Mode Switch, "Card", indicates a nonnal 
transaction. "Badge" indicates that no 
book master card is available and the 
transaction can be completed by using just 
the badge.* "Cartridge" is not used in 
this application. "Non-reset" indicates 
multiple charges to the same borrower 
number. The badge and cartridge are not 
released until all the book master cards 
are run through the 357. Then the switch 
is turned to "Card" and releases the 
badge and cartridge. This feature speeds 
up multiple charges. 
The Control Unit selects the input station (if more 
than one) that is to transmit data to the keypunch. This 
unit also receives the codes in the book master card and 
directs the operation of the lights and controls. The 
Control Unit also acts as an efficiency checker. If 
more than 15 seconds elapse between documents for a trans-
action, the timer in the Control Unit will turn on the 
repeat light. Figure 28 is the planning chart. 
The output station is a modified keypunch. It is 
*The operator will write the accession number on the card. 
A keypuncher will make the book card master, while the book 
is circulating. 
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IBM 358 Input Control Unit 
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-Wall-mount the 358 using four (-4) 
customer-supplied ~" American 
Standard hex-head bolts. 
-Height: Top of the 358 should be 
37" from the floor to provide on 
optimum height for servicing the 
unit and proper drop clearance 
1 for the front cover. 
,. .- It Is preferable to Install the 358 
behind the 24/26 to permit inter-
connection of the two units by the 
1 0' connector cable from the out· 
put station. A 36" clearance be-
tween the 358 and 24/26 should 
be maintained for proper access. 
2. Service and general-access clear· 
ances: 
- Right side- 6" 
- Front - 36" (This also provides 
adequate clearance to the back of 
the 24/26.) 
- Bottom - 18" 





modified in the sense that it can accept transmitted data 
from the Control Unit. However, the keypunch can also 
be used for manual keypunching. The queueing theory 
applied to the library did not account for peak loads 
at certain times of the day. A special device will allow 
high speed switching between two keypunches. If it is 
found necessary, this would be a technique to use for 
avoiding the leasing of another 357 unit. At non peak 
times manual keypunching could be done by disconnecting 
the extra keypunch. As a manual keypunch, the modified 
026 can do anything that a keypunch is normally used for. 
When connected to the 358, constant attention is not 
necessary for the keypunch; it will signal if it is out 
of cards. Anything requiring attention is indicated by 
a buzzer on the keypunch. Also an attention light (red) 
goes on when any problem occurs. When the problem is 
eliminated a ready light (white) is switched on. These 
then are the main components of the data collection system 
proposed for the University of Missouri at Rolla Library. 
The output from this data collection system is used as 
the input for the data processing system. The data 
collection system detailed in this section is shown sche-
matically in Figure 29. 
Now that the capabilities of the equipment have been 
presented, all that is necessary to clarify the system 
is to follow the borrower through the automated data 
d 
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Figure 29. Data Collection Schematic 
card to the "circulation desk". The last seven digits of 
the Social Security number are assigned to faculty members 
in lieu of a student number. All student borrowers have 
a seven digit student number. A check digit also indicates 
borrower status. The book is presented to the "desk" with 
the badge (identification card). The clerk notes the 
borrower status and selects the appropriate preset cart-
ridge (two weeks or a semester) and places the cartridge 
into the cartridge reader. The clerk then places the 
badge into the badge reader and the book master card into 
the card reader. The machine takes over and generates 
two duplicate c ards. One card (charge card) is retained 
as a record. The book card master plus the other card 
(verification card) is placed in the jacket. A guard at 
the exit then checks the accession number on the verifica-
tion card with the accession number labeled on the book 
pocket to assure each book leaving the library has been 
properly charged. The charge card is then entered into 
the data processing system. The processing system can 
be of three different types. The first way is to use a 
manual system similar to the present method. The possi-
bility of recording data erroneously is almost impossible 
since no writing has occurred. Punched cards are cheaper 
per thousand than the cards now being used and can be 
duplicated easily. Filing could continue to be done by 
Dewey numbers or can be converted to accession numbers. 
This latter way is preferable since a unique six digit 
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number identifies a book. The charge card will show date 
due and the student number of the borrower. This is what 
is being accomplished now except for elimination of tran-
scription errors. A second way would be to use "unit 
record'' equipment. The computer center on campus has 
typical unit record equipment. An example of using unit 
record equipment would be the collating of new charges 
into the charging file instead of doing this manually. 
Returns could be placed in one feed of a collator, charges 
in the other feed. Both feeds would be in numerical se-
quence and run against each other. Matches ( same card in 
both feeds) represent returns not overdue. The unmatched 
charges represent overdues. All overdues could then be 
collated against a name and address file or department 
file and "overdues" prepared on the accounting machine. 
Holda can be run against the returns, matches in both 
feeds; represent a borrower that desires that particular 
return. The chief advantage of this method is that the 
library staff could arrange to use the Computer Center's 
unit record eQuipment. Another method woula be to use 
the computer equipment available at the Computer Center. 
For example, by setting up sectors on disk packs for each 
student, it would be possible to access randomly informa-
tion contained in the computer. 
The unit record and the computer approach both lend 
themselves to rapid searching of files to allow clearance 
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for graduation. In the unit record method a high speed 
sorter with a card matching device or a collator could be 
used to match a card with the student number of those 
graduating against charge outs. In fact this listing could 
be on labels which could be glued to a postcard, or the 
accounting machine can print this information on postcard 
stock ready for mailing. 
These are only a few of the options that are avail-
able to the University of Missouri at Rolla Library. 
4. SYSTEM EVALUATION 
It is possible to evaluate the 357 from two different 
viewpoints: a.) a performance evaluation, and b.) an 
economic evaluation. It is true that the two are some-
what interrelated, however, it is procedurally simpler 
to discuss them separately. 
The evaluation of performance can also be approached 
in two ways: 
1.) evaluation of one specific advantage that 
the system has over other systems, 
2.) a composite evaluation based on the sum 
of various elemental evaluation. 
One specific advantage is flexibility. The system 
proposed can and will operate as a subsystem for a later 
attempt at major automation. It is also flexible enough 
to stand alone and operate just in the circulation en-
virons. Later on, if acquisition is automated, the 357 
will be compatible. The fact that the machines are 
mobile, (can be placed on a dolly and moved around), 
contributes greatly to the overall effectiveness of 
the equipment. The system can be started on fairly 
small (badge reader, keypunch and control unit) and 
later accessory equipment can be added on to facilitate 
major expansion. Additional badge readers, cartridge 
readers, and clock readouts can be rented or purchased 
as needed or deleted if circumstances should warrant. 
In terms of other charging systems the IBM 357 offers 
the most flexibility in the areas of card design, 
accuracy and reliability. The system is very uncom-
plicated. It is flexible enough to be operated by a 
person with just a few minutes training. The elimination 
of any writing by the borrower is part of the inherent 
flexibility of this system. 
A composite evaluation would show that the system 
has worked very well elsewhere for handling volumes of 
work in excess of the load handled at the University of 
Missouri at Rolla. The 357 system at Southern Illinois 
aniversity consists of six units to handle 600,000 
volumes. This is equivalent to one unit per 100,000 
volumes. With the 357 increasing workloads are not a 
problem because up to 20 separate units could be deployed 
throughout the library to handle increasing circulation. 
One of the major aspects in the evaluation of this 
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system is that service levels can be predicted. The 
basis for these predictions are well grounded in the 
m~nagement of waiting lines (queueing theory) that is 
a fundamental part of operations research. The underlying 
philosophy concerning the m~nagerr.ent of waiting lines 
is this, "If the laws governing arrivals, servicing times, 
and the order in which arriving units are taken into 
service are known, then the nature of this waiting 
situation can be studied and analyzed mathematically" 
( 17). 
It is necessary first to make several general 
assumptions about the nature of the queue before the 
theory can be applied: 
a.) 
b.) 
arrivals must be of a random nature but 
clustered or scattered in some fashion 
called Poisson. This "Poisson assumption11 
says that the arrivals at a facility 
are random, independent of time, not 
dependent on queue, length or any other 
property of the queue, 
service times vary, some taking more time 
and others less. Statistically speaking, 
an exponential distribution of service 
times is assumed (Figure 30 ) , and 
c.) the first person in the line is the first 
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The results of the analytical investigation of the 
queue should be interpreted as follo~. The average 
borrower under the present manual system has a 61% 
probability of waiting if he decides to go into the 
circulation queue. The odds are that throughout the day 
there will be almost always one person ahead of him. If 
a queue exists at the circulation desk when the borrower 
arrives, it will probably be 2.56 people in length. 
(These are average figures.) The average borrower will 
wait 3.8 minutes in the sequence from the moment he enters 
the queue until completion of the charging process. 
In contrast to this, a glance at the figures for the 
automated system with one 357, (Reference 20 also contains 
formulas for evaluating more than one service facility), 
shows some striking increases in service levels. In 
particular, the probability of waiting is reduced to 0.25. 
Most important, however, is the fact that the average 
borrower will spend only 1.33 minutes from the moment he 
enters the queue until completion of his transactions. 
This is almost a fivefold increase in service. Equally 
important is the figure illustrating that the average 
waiting time has been lowered from 3.81 to 0.33 minutes. 
That is a reduction to 1/11 of the original waiting time. 
These calculations show that the Data Collection 
System will provide service comparable to the present 
system far into the future. This can be interpreted as 
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saying that a fivefold increase in circulation in the 
future will still allow the library to maintain its present 
levels of service to the borrower. 
An economic evaluation is quit~ simple. This 
system, as already pointed out, requires an investment 
of about $3,000 a year for the hardware. Badges are 
relatively inexpensive and should be a large fixed cost 
initially. Thereafter, only new borrowers are added. 
Supplies, in general, based on quantity discounts, 
are comparable and probably cheaper. Punched cards can 
be purchased for a dollar a thousand or about ten for 
one cent. The equipment, which costs less than the 
salary for an additional clerk, needs no additional 
personnel outside of a keypuncher. For the benefits 
derived, this system is quite reasonable. 
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V. ACQUISITIONS 
Figure 32 is a flo~hart that suggests a method for 
handling acquisitions. A request from a faculty member 
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for a particular volume is typewritten on a four part form. 
The first copy is sent to the order clerk and the person 
ordering the book keeps the fourth copy as a record. The 
third copy is returned to the faculty member to signify 
ordering has taken place. If the book is not to be ordered, 
the reason is written on the returned third copy. The 
original is used as a source document and sent to key-
punching. When the book is received, the faculty member 
is notified on the second copy. The value of this to the 
library is the shifting of the correspondence burden to 
the orderer of the book. As soon as possible after the 
request has been approved, a keypuncher will make a card 
for the acquisition function. The card will contain 
author, title, publisher code, cost, and possibly a 
vendor code. 
If the library plans to continue letting bids, the 
punched cards can be used to prepare a book bid list. If 
the library staff returns to purchasing from vendors, then 
vendor name and address cards can be prepunched and collated 
into the acquisition file. All purchase orders can then 
be written using an accounting machine. The acquisition 
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receipt of the books. 
Wnen the book is received, the acquisition card is 
removed from the "on order file," reproduced, and placed 
in the "in process file". The duplicate is placed in 
the book and sent to cataloging. When the book is re-
ceived from cataloging, it will contain the Dewey number 
and the accession number handwritten on the duplicated 
acquisition card. The keypuncher will then punch the 
handwritten information into the card. This card will 
remain always with the book and is called the book 
master card. The book is now ready for circulation. 
Notification of the faculty member occurs at this time. 
This is accomplished by using the first copy which is 
in the possession of the order clerk. 
The acquisition card can be used to provide a vendor 
analysis if needed. For example, by sorting the cards 
into groups based on vendor code, it is possible to de-
termine the amount of business given to a vendor. By 
punching date ordered and date received it is possible 
to extract information on service or on items that need 
to be followed up. This is a very simple acquisition 
procedure and would be a straight, foward approach to 
tying in the acquisition and circulation function. The 
book master card punched as part of the acquisition 




VI. BOOK CATALOG 
The punched card prepared in the acquisition function 
contains all the necessary information to provide a simplified 
book catalog. The purpose of this catalog would be to 
eliminate the necessity for leaving a department to invest-
igate the availability of a particular title or author in 
the library. This book catalog could be printed on multiple-
part forms. (This would allow distribution of a book catalog 
to each department and to local agencies). The basic infor-
mation, title and author, can be manipulated into practically 
any format the library staff desires. Figure 33 represents 
a sample page of a book catalog illustrating classification 
by author. Figure 34 is an example of a book catalog 
classification by title. The important point is that examples 
were prepared from the same punched card that would be made 
in the acquisition function. It is possible to prepare an 
abstract card for insertion in the book catalog. This can 
be accomplished by encoding additional information into a 
punched card. Periodically, new acquisitions would be hand 
filed into the catalog file and new catalogs produced. 
The accession book is very similar to the book catalog 
entry and could be produced at no extra cost to the library. 
Again, this information has been generated from the initial 
cards prepared in the acquisition function. It will usually 
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be necessary to batch together accession cards for printing 
pages at a time. By deleting, (not printing data encoded 
in the punched card), certain items of information, the 
accession list could be printed on a matte or stencil. The 
stencil could be run off to produce the "newly acquired 
books" list similar to the one produced now. This would 
prevent repetative typing since all the information was 
prepared at acquisition time. Figure 35 is an illustrative 
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VII. DISCUSSION AND OONCLUSIONS 
The combination of inventory control and punched card 
techniques applied to the University of Missouri Library 
has demonstrated and highlighted the need !or a viable 
circulation control system. This is necessary to keep pace 
with increasing loads on personnel. Other universities 
have faced this problem and solved it using data collection. 
The implications of the inventory approach to circulation 
analysis are fourfold: 
1. a conversion to an automated system at the 
University of Missouri at Rolla can be 
attempted with a basis for knowing what to 
expect in terms of load on a new system and 
in terms of load on the manual system, 
·. 
2. the coat associated with converting to any 
desired load level can easily be calculated. 
In fact, once the load level is determined, 
the cost for providing that particular level 
of service will be the absolute minimum cost 
for keypunch conversion, 
3. rough approximations can be made to determine 
the elapsed time necessary to achieve the 
next desired plateau or load level, and 
4. simple comparisons can be employed to determine 
whether the additional cost of automating an 
incremental portion of the library is worth 
the extra portion that will be placed on the 
automated system. 
The job of a manager is usually to engineer change of 
some sort. That manager must take all precautions to minimize 
the uncertainty of that change. Successful library manage-
ment demands a method that will provide information concern-
ing change. This method for knowing what to expeot in a 
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conversion to automated circulation allows for a rnaximum 
amount of planning and budgeting for equipment, personnel 
and supplies. Using the inventory method, the library staff 
can run a parallel operation, (part on the automated, part 
on the m8nu~l). They then have an additional pulse to judge 
the effectiveness of the system and can proceed as rapidly 
or es cautiously as they see fit. 
Cost levels are normally calculated in the same way 
that the cost for preparing book master cards was achieved 
in the experimental section. However, keypunching by its 
very nature is the most expensive part of the conversion. 
In the recommendation section a less costly method will be 
explained for initial conversion. However, book master 
cerds for new acquisitions will always have to be keypunched. 
The ability to calculate the approximate time involved 
in the process of increasing the service level to a higher 
level can readily be calculated from the sum of the results 
of equation (1) and equation (2). Utilizing the results 
of that calculation, the library could then estimate 
costs involved. Once the library staff knows the additional 
time involved, they can make pertinent decisions on student 
' help, additional employees and so on, with the assurance 
that their decisions are based on a good foundation of 
information. 
The last point allows the library to investigate the 
benefits of further automation. For example, if another 
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two percent of the volumes receive book master cards and the 
net increase in automated books is five percent, then the 
staff can say that the additional benefits are worth the 
effort. However, if that same percent only provides a one 
percent increase, then the effort may not be worthwhile. 
The inventory approach to circulation control overall, 
is a fast, flexible method. It gives the library staff the 
prerogative of selecting levels for both the new system 
and the manual system and implementing the new system with a 
minimum cost. 
The basic procedures outlined 1n this thesis include 
not only circulation control but the related activities. 
The implementation of the system described represents an 
overall scheme. The implementation of all or part is 
recognized as being equally acceptable. All of the areas 
mentioned should not be automated at one time. (This 
is uneconomical from a statistical point of view). The 
automation of the library at the University of Missouri at 
Rolla will provide distinct advantages over the present 
manual system. The inherent ad~tage of punched cards 
is that no information is manually punched into cards more 
than once. The information punched in the acquisition card 
can be machine duplicated or machine reproduced into other 
cards. This eliminates a major problem of the University 
of Missouri Library, multiple errors that ooour in transcrib-
ing information. The elimination o! these errors results 
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in savings of tiwe, money and manpower. The preparation 
of the book bid list, the accession book and the author 
and the title catalogs indicate a substantial savings in 
duplication of efforts. The stencils that can be used on 
the printer can provide book bibliographies, reading lists, 
bulletins and other library information processing that 
can be distributed to library patrons. All the advantages 
offered in the related activities can be considered "free 
byproducts" of the circulation control effort. 
VIII. RECOl·lMENDATIONS 
Realizing that it is presumptuous of anybody but the 
library staff to decide on the various levels of service 
and loads that the circulation system is to carry, it is 
still necessary to specify the equipment and personnel 
required. 
113 
The author's recommendations are that the library 
take the four steps outlined next. (1) Implement a data 
collection capability immediately, consisting of two IBM 
357's, one IBM 358, one 026 and two IBM 3741 s, (refer to 
DESIGN OF A SYSTEM section for description and features). 
(2) Decide on levels of conversion. After this is done, 
prepare to order an IBM 1232 for a week. Have the IBM 
representative instruct the clerical staff on how to mark 
the sheets, (sheets will be similar to Figure 36). This 
was mentioned previously as the alternative to keypunching. 
(3) Convert, using the present accession catalog, back to 
the year that will give the desired service level. (4) 
In considering the implementation of the data processing 
system (as opposed to the data collection system) every 
consideration should be given to the equipment already 
installed and being used for other functions at the com-
puter center. If, however, a separate system is desirable, 
there is a wide availability of different systems and con-
figurations put out by the various manufacturers. 
, . 













































































































































































































If these steps are executed, the library will have 
\ 
a basic automated system that will carry them ~11 into 
the foreseeGble future. Consult Figure 37 for an overall 
scheme of preinstallation planning. 
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